
PE Netball / Dance (Bollywood) 
To identify a range of passes 

To understand rules of footwork 

To understand the importance of marking and 

dodging 

To shoot accurately 

To identify different positions 

To think about strategic attack and defence 

formations 

To understand the rules of netball 

 

To clear with clear intention and meaning 

To perform set pattern with knowledge and  

understanding of their meaning 

To work collaboratively in large and small 

groups 

Maths 

Number and Place Value, Addition, Subtrac-

tion,  Multiplication, Fractions, Decimals,  

Percentages, Ratio and Proportion, Algebra, 

Measures, Geometry - Properties of Shapes, 

Position and  Direction, Statistics 

Music - Rock 

To appreciate and evaluate a piece of music 

To identify style indicators 

To identify instrumental indicators 

To understand history of music 

To play music by ear or from notation 

To improvise with voices and instruments 

Sing the song and perform composition(s) 

Topic—History, Geography and Art/DT 

To explore India and where it is in the world 

To explore the mountain ranges found in India 

To explore some of the major rivers in India 

To explore the human and physical features of cities in India 

To explore India’s culture and its influence on other countries 

To be able to compare India to the United Kingdom 

To explore the art displayed during the Indian elephant festival 

To explore and create Mehndi patterns 

To explore the Indian block-printing technique 

Science  
To be able to identify a variety of habitats and 

explore why organisms live in different habitats  

To be able to group organisms according to their 

characteristics 

To know who Carl Linnaeus  is  

To identify 7 levels of classification compared to 

Linnaeus’s 5: Kingdom, Phylum, Class, Order,  

Family, Genus, Species 

To compare micro-organisms – from Monera,  

Protista & Fungi Kingdoms.  

To understand whether or not viruses are living 

and that some cause diseases, but that they can 

be very useful too.  

To identify plants using a classification key 

To create a classification key 

To research & classify living things from  

different habitats  

English 

Titanium—a music video by David Guetta  

, Authors and Texts—Rudyard Kipling -  

The Jungle Book 

PSHCE/Seal—New Beginnings 

To know how to make someone feel welcomed and valued at school. 

To know what it feels like to be unwelcome  

To use the problem-solving process to solve a problem  

To know how to join a group. 

To predict how they would feel in a new situation or meeting new 

people 

To manage their feelings and to find a way to calm themselves 

down when necessary  

To know they belong to a community. 

To know what they have to do individually to make the classroom 

RE - Hinduism—Identity and  

Belonging 

To know that the school is rich with diversity, as is 

society and the world 

To know that when a baby is born Hindus   

welcome this soul 'back' into the world 

To know the Hindu stages of life – the ashramas  

To know that Hindus believe that during a  

wedding the souls of the bride and groom  

become linked 

To know about the last ashrama and what happens 

when someone dies in Hinduism 

French - J’habite  

To answer questions about pupils’ houses 

To learn that French people live in flats and 

lots of French houses have shutters 

To learn the names of different rooms in the 

house 

To revise prepositions 

To learn how to write a description 
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